
New Student Orientation, Elementary
School: Getting Started

Welcome to Enlightium (pronounced En-light-ee-um) Academy! This short Student
Orientation course will help you get to know the basics of online learning at Enlightium.
We’ll talk about:

● What Ignitia is
● What to do if something isn’t working
● How to get good grades
● How to be a great online student
● How you can meet with other Enlightium students

The Student Orientation is required but does not affect your grades or your report
card. Why is it required? Students who thoroughly review the Student Orientation know:

● What to expect for the school year
● Where to go for answers
● How to stay on track to finish on time

Students who skip or breeze through the Student Orientation typically have problems
throughout the school year. They didn’t take the time now to learn the basics, so they
have a difficult time learning throughout the year. They may even have to take summer
school since they didn’t keep up with the schoolwork.

Is a parent or guardian with you?
● Yes - Perfect! Please review this Student Orientation with them.
● No - That’s ok. You can review this on your own. But first, send them this link and

ask them to review the Student Orientation as soon as they can.

https://support.enlightiumacademy.com/support/solutions/articles/48001149284-student-orientation-course-grades-3-12-#Middle-School


Eleanor the Eagle, an Enlightium
Parent or Guardian

Elwood the Lion, an Enlightium
Student

Enlightium’s Mission
The heart of our mission at Enlightium Academy is to:

1. Bring glory to God in all we do.
2. Serve Jesus Christ wholeheartedly.
3. Share the gospel with Enlightium students through our Bible-based lessons and

Christian teachers.

Expected Student Outcomes
Expected Student Outcomes (ESOs) are important lessons that you should know by the
end of the school year. Enlightium has Expected Student Outcomes for you to grow:

● Spiritually - grow closer to God
● Academically - grow in what you know
● Physically - grow stronger and healthier



● Emotionally - grow to know your feelings
● Socially - grow closer to other people

Want to learn more about each ESO? Visit Enlightium’s Knowledge Base and search
“Expected Student Outcomes” or “ESO” for more information.

https://support.enlightiumacademy.com/support/home

